When Consumer Reports WebWatch launched its site in
April 2002, it published a comprehensive survey of 1,500 U.S. adult Internet users who had six months experience or more online. i The purpose of the survey, which used traditional social science methods, was to find out how much (or how little) experienced Web users trusted the content of sites they visited. One of the survey's most surprising results was that more than 60 percent of its respondents said they were unaware that search engines accept fees to list some sites more prominently than others in search results, a practice commonly known as paid placement. Intrigued, Consumer Reports WebWatch then commissioned a study using a less common ethnographic research methodology to try to understand why the practice of paid placement was not transparent to consumers. ii The study indeed demonstrated among its respondents a lack of awareness of the influence of advertising on search results, but perhaps more significantly, many of them reacted negatively when told details of how search engines integrate advertising into content. Overall, the study revealed most major search engines have made some efforts to satisfy the FTC's recommendations, but compliance varied widely, leaving ample room for improvement throughout the industry. While some sites diligently disclose and explain their business relationships, others appear to obscure the presence of advertising within search results.
DEFINITION OF TERMS

Paid Placement
When Web sites pay a fee to be ranked prominently in search results.
Paid Inclusion
When Web sites pay a fee to increase the likelihood they will appear somewhere within search results, without a guarantee of a high ranking. Because of the demonstrable importance consumers place on the integrity and transparency of search results, the industry needs to enhance the effectiveness of disclosures to ensure they are noticed and understood by users. If not, search engines risk losing their credibility with consumers.
KEY FINDINGS
Paid inclusion was not satisfactorily disclosed or explained by any of the search engines tested.
The credibility of this practice is of such concern to the industry itself that, after Consumer Reports The majority of participants never clicked beyond the first page of search results, so some 40% of the links they selected were in fact paid placement listings, i.e. advertising.
All participants said paid placement links were often too hard to recognize or find, and the available disclosure information was clearly written for the advertiser, not the consumer. xiii
Consumers aren't alone in their confusion. Even members of the business community appear to have trouble distinguishing between paid and "pure" search results.
Research by Internet marketing firm WebAdvantage.net showed slightly less than half of 450 small business owners it surveyed were able to recognize paid-placement listings, a situation the firm attributed to lackluster disclosure efforts. xiv
EXAMINING PAID PLACEMENT
Of the two kinds of search engine advertising addressed by the FTC, paid placement is easily the more obviousboth in terms of its relative visibility and its impact on search results.
In its response to Commercial Alert, the FTC defined "paid placement" as follows: The last sentence says it all: Unsuspecting or "less-savvy"
Web users are more likely to click on links they don't recognize as advertising.
EXAMINING PAID INCLUSION
Paid inclusion, on the other hand, represents a far more subtle and pervasive practice. Indeed, with a few notable exceptions (Google, AOL and Netscape), virtually every search engine uses paid inclusion for its main results, which usually outnumber paid placement listings. As such, the main results of most search engines contain a mixture of sites that paid and did not pay to be "crawled."
In its letter to Commercial Alert, the FTC defined "paid inclusion" as follows: But despite disclaimers by every search engine that paid inclusion has absolutely no impact upon rankings, there is no way to confirm these claims, since search engines are not required to distinguish between sites that paid to be crawled and those that did not. 
IF CONSUMERS
RENEWED DEBATE
The Since the FTC did not address content promotion, it was not specifically addressed in this study, except when identified by testers or the author for one or other reason.
HOW THESE SITES WERE SELECTED
EVALUATING THE RESULTS
This study, it must be stressed, focused on the manner in 
Most Hyperlinks to Disclosures Were Imperceptible
With only three exceptions (Yahoo, AOL, Lycos), all search engines tested used tiny and faint fonts, such as light gray, for hyperlinks to disclosure pages. Some of these hyperlinks blended in so well with the page that some testers missed them completely. Engines' pervasive use of eye-straining hyperlinks, which almost seemdesigned to be overlooked, greatly reduces the chances consumers will ever see their disclosures.
Many Disclosures Were Incomprehensible
Disclosure statements should be both simple and straightforward. But testers found many of them-for both paid placement and paid inclusion-were anything but, and almost seemed written to discourage reading. Many disclosures also seemed geared more toward advertisers than consumers and were peppered with jargon and trademarked names for various programs-particularly for paid inclusion-leaving some testers baffled and uncertain about what they had read.
Meta-Search Engines Were Mega-Offenders
Every tester found fault with the disclosure, or lack thereof, provided by the three meta-search engines tested: 
Most Search Engines Exceeded Paid Placement Guidelines
Although the FTC only requires a visible and clearly worded heading to indicate paid placement results, most major search engines tested went a step further by providing a hyperlink to a separate disclosure page.
Those sites that did not, however, were criticized by testers for not voluntarily offering additional information for consumers. Google, which supplies many sites with paid results, was singled out for failing to provide an explanation of its paid placement programs beyond a heading on its own site. Most of the sites Google supplies with paid placement listings provide fuller and easier-to-locate disclosures than Google does itself, testers noted.
EVERY TESTER FOUND FAULT WITH THE LACK OF DISCLOSURE PROVIDED BY THE THREE META -SEARCH ENGINES TESTED.
Some Disclosures Were Buried Too Deep
Search engines should make full disclosures available in a prominent position after the first click, according to the FTC. Many of the engines tested took users directly to the appropriate disclosure whether it stood alone (Ask Jeeves) or shared the page with other disclosures (AOL).
But some search engines forced users to scroll or click again-or both-in order to locate disclosures (MSN, My Way Search), making them unnecessarily difficult and frustrating for testers to find.
Several Engines Divorced Hyperlinks from Headings
Hyperlinks should be placed near headings so consumers can easily find the disclosure once they've 
Lack of Clarity Can Lead to False Assumptions About Paid Inclusion
At the time of testing, all but a few of the sites testedGoogle and the sites it supplies with main listings, namely, AOL and Netscape-used paid inclusion.
Because the use of paid inclusion was almost universal, and certain sites used it without openly stating so, Google, AOL and Netscape inadvertently misled some testers by not explicitly stating their main results were advertising-free. The lack of any such statement by these sites led several testers to express uncertainty over their use of paid inclusion; or to erroneously conclude they used paid inclusion without bothering to disclose it-as certain other sites did.
Content Promotion Creates Confusion
Some of the search engines tested ( Several testers said it was impossible to tell whether the site used paid placement, although most suspected it did.
RESULTS BY SEARCH ENGINE
Every tester found fault with the site's lack of transparency.
"This search engine does not have any disclosure information whatsoever," and "very secretive search engine" said one. "There is really no indication as to the basis on which a search result is generated," remarked another. Clicking on the "About" hyperlink opened a separate page containing all disclosures. This page, several testers noted, was incorrectly labeled "Alta Vista-Types of
Paid Inclusion
Audio Results" at the top of the browser window. The paid placement disclosure, which was explained under the heading "Sponsored Matches," required users to scroll down the page to find since the hyperlink incorrectly directed users to the site's paid inclusion disclosure.
One tester complained the disclosure page was set at a fixed line-length, which meant the text did not "wrap" when viewed in minimized form, and ran off the page.
"The line length is longer than acceptable typographic standards for the font size," the tester said. "Thus I would say the layout is made intentionally difficult to read."
Despite these technical quibbles, most testers deemed Alta Vista's paid placement disclosure clear and accessible to the average consumer. "Alta Vista is up-front about its paid placement program, which makes it easy for the alert searcher to follow-up on what a sponsored match means," said one.
Alta Vista uses paid inclusion. Results were supplied by Yahoo, appeared in between two sets of paid placement results, and were disclosed with a heading and a hyperlink to a disclosure page.
All testers said the "Alta Vista found X results" heading failed to adequately convey the site's use of paid inclusion, but they praised its appearance. "Good contrast-dark red on white background," said one. Comments on the "About" hyperlink were similar to those for paid placement, i.e. good language, poor visibility.
Clicking on the hyperlink opened a separate page containing all disclosures and took users directly to the paid inclusion statement, which was explained under the heading "Alta Vista Results." Apart from the inexplicable page labeling ("Audio Results") and the line-length issues, some testers found the disclosure somewhat jargon-laden and confusing. Another tester noted with disapproval the disclosure offers both a link to Google disclosure pages aimed at advertisers rather than consumers, and the opportunity to sign up for Google's ADWords program.
AOL's main results, provided by Google, were grouped under the heading "Matching Sites" and a link (labeled "What is a Matching Site") to a disclosure page.
AOL did not use paid inclusion, making it one of the few sites that doesn't. This fact wasn't imminently clear to testers, however, underscoring a potential communication problem for consumers as well.
When asked to determine whether AOL used paid inclusion, one tester responded, "I believe that it does, but it is hard to tell." Said another: "They say they get their matching sites from Google, but Google does not say whether they include paid inclusion in their index."
ASK JEEVES
http://www.ask.com Clicking on the hyperlink took users to a page titled "Sponsored Web Results" that contained only the paid placement disclosure, which most testers found both simple and straightforward.
"Very brief and easy to understand," remarked a tester.
"In fact, the disclosure about Google-provided links is much clearer than the Google pages themselves."
Paid Inclusion
Ask Jeeves used paid inclusion at the time of testing but announced in early July that it was phasing out this program. Results were supplied by Teoma, which is owned by Ask Jeeves, a fact not readily acknowledged without some additional digging through the help pages.
Paid inclusion results appeared below the paid placement results, and were disclosed with a heading and hyperlink to a separate disclosure page.
None of the testers thought the "Web Results" heading adequately conveyed the use of paid inclusion, but most found the bold, red font easy to spot. Comments on the "About" hyperlink were identical to those for the paid placement link, which was also overlooked by one of the testers due to its poor visibility and placement.
Clicking on the "About" hyperlink took users to a page called "Web Search Results" containing the paid inclusion disclosure. Although most testers found the disclosure simple and straightforward, one tester did not.
In fact, the failure of Ask Jeeves to acknowledge its ownership of Teoma in the disclosure led one tester to mistakenly suspect deception in a sentence explaining how some companies pay to have their Web sites included in Teoma's index: "This is a subtle use of paid inclusion where the search engine uses the fact they are using another company's search technology to obfuscate paid inclusion," said the tester. This misplaced suspicion might have been avoided had Ask Jeeves been more up-front about its ownership of Teoma.
Continued in Part 2
